
SafeDNS for MSPs and MSSPs — reduce threats and save time on support

Why MSPs love us

SafeDNS solutions for MSP and MSSP markets

What Users Get

For MSPs and MSSPs

Based on vast experience working with MSPs and MSSPs, we are relaunching our program for the MSP sector to offer cloud web filtering
control and provide defense against web-based threats by stopping malicious resources at the DNS layer. SafeDNS offers 
a range of services and revenue opportunities for MSPs and MSSPs. It is fast and easy to deploy without additional costs, 
and it seamlessly meets the MSP and MSSP marketplaces’ needs.

Multi-tenant solution

Logical isolation of applications 
and infrastructure while sharing 
physical infrastructure.


Security, reliability, scalability, 
and serviceability.

Business

Secure entire business IT networks from 
emerging threats, attempts of launching 
malicious software, and browsing 
irrelevant web resources.

Custom categories and intelligent allow- 
or blocklisting.


Easy implementation and use. There is 
no need to install any hardware or 
software.


No limit in the number of customers.

Protection against malicious resources, 
phishing, and other malware.


Compliance with corporate internet po-
licies and government regulations, 
e.g. CIPA.


Automated reports with colorful graphics.

Compatible with any devices and networks.


Cloud web filtering solutions for network 
protection, a faster and safer internet 
surfing.


Dynamic IP support.

White labeling

Rebrand SafeDNS services 
with your corporate logo 
and custom domain and 
introduce new value-added 
service to your customers.

Education

Protect students from inappropriate and 
distracting content.

High precision filtering

Our own categorization 
database and machine learning 
techniques provide highly 
accurate and flexible web 
filtering and protect your client’s 
network from malware and 
phishing attacks.

Wi-Fi Hotspots and Wireless ISPs

Provide a safe and family-friendly internet 
connection for your customers. Prevent 
attacks from any infected clients' devices.

Partnership program

We offer cost-effective pricing 
options allowing to increase 
margin on product reselling & 
offer discounts based on the 
project volume.

Info: www.bundespruefstelle.de



What You Get

Internet Security Around A Globe

For MSPs and MSSPs

Minimal intervention needed for implementation. Advanced 
customization with block pages, multilingual interface, and email 
reporting.


24/7 support. SafeDNS provides technical support service 
available for all types of users.


Monetization. Get plenty of opportunities to monetize filtering-
based products. A wider range of products and services is an 
opportunity to increase revenue.

A reseller panel that allows you to choose the appropriate 
plans for users and manage all customer settings from the 
centralized dashboard.


Subscription API. It can be used to integrate your network 
equipment centralized management system with our cloud 
filtering service.


Based on DNS and BGP Anycast protocols, a highly scalable 
distributed network able to accommodate any number of users 
and provide fast response worldwide with no latency.

SafeDNS solutions for MSP and MSSP markets

Partners trust us

109M internet resources

+ 1 800.820.2530 (US)


+ 1 571.421.2990 (Outside US)


sales@safedns.com


safedns.com

Machine-learning

Covering all most popular resources on the 
internet.

61 categories 

Can be customized up to 200 ones, according 
to MSP’s needs.

Automatically categorizes internet resources 
and detects malicious ones.


